
My Crazy-Fun Reunion

1. Interjection

2. Adjective

3. Noun

4. Adverb

5. Verb - Base Form

6. Adverb

7. Noun

8. Verb - Base Form

9. Adjective

10. Verb - Base Form

11. Noun

12. Adjective
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My Crazy-Fun Reunion

Interjection ! Was this summer fun-filled and Adjective ! Every three years my family has a huge

reunion, and everybody comes to Charles City. This usually lasts for three days, but the third day is my favorite.

We have a homemade 'Wipeout' course and lots of different games. Our course includes tires, a balance beam

over a kiddy pool filled with Noun , a blow-up slide, a black tube, an army crawl, and a box crawl. I

would say that the box crawl is the trickiest, because you have to Adverb Verb - Base Form through

, and not hit a dead end. We also have toilet, bed, and minnow races. The toilet races are pretty tricky, because

when you come around the corner, you have to Adverb lean with the cart, if you're riding. The person

pushing has to have complete control in steering. With the Noun races, we race down the driveway,

stop, do a Chinese fire drill, and then Verb - Base Form back. It's pretty entertaining to watch, especially

because I've got some pretty Adjective family members. The only thing you have to do with the minnow

races is to Verb - Base Form a minnow, hope it's fast and not stubborn, put it into the cut PVC

Noun , and help it glide in the water to the finish line. Also for our family reunions, we have some old

fashioned races and relays. This family reunion was pretty Adjective this summer. There were 97 family

members! It was really awesome to get to see everyone, though. I can't wait until the next big family reunion!
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